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Procbench Free Download is a small set of tests that allows the user to compare the capabilities of CPU and the memory. It is designed for both gamers and developers. New features: ￭ Report about the caches ￭ A new benchmark that measures the mstorage performance through a MATH instruction (nabber: SV_MATH_MSTR). ￭ A new benchmark that measures the
bandwidth through a MATH instruction (nabber: SV_MATH_MSTR). ￭ A new benchmark that measures the mstorage latency through a MATH instruction (nabber: SV_MATH_MSTR). Other benchmarks related to MSTR instructions: ￭ AGI: AgiBench Test Sequence #1003: MstrSingle ￭ AGI: AgiBench Test Sequence #1004: MstrDouble ￭ AGI: AgiBench Test

Sequence #1009: MstrDivision ￭ AGI: AgiBench Test Sequence #1010: MstrMultiplication ￭ AGI: AgiBench Test Sequence #1011: MstrSqrt ￭ AGI: AgiBench Test Sequence #1012: MstrReciprocal ￭ AGI: AgiBench Test Sequence #1014: MstrAbsoluteValue ￭ AGI: AgiBench Test Sequence #1015: MstrSignum ￭ AGI: AgiBench Test Sequence #1016: MstrBitwise ￭
AgiBench was inspired by Benchmark Alpha... This is what I am trying to accomplish, calculating 2^40. It takes a few seconds and consumes 350MB of RAM (I don't know why) The problem seems to have to do with stack size limitations, of which I don't know how to increase with my current version. The code and expected results are below: #include using namespace

std; unsigned long long int pow(unsigned long long int number, unsigned int exponent){ if (exponent == 0 || number == 1){ return number; } if (exponent == 1){ return 1; } unsigned long long int result = 1;

Procbench

Procbench is a tool for benchmarking the various components of your computer. You can also optimize your hardware settings to maximize performance, or set different parameters for performance testing. I've developed procbench because I needed a tool to help me figure out which components of my computer i can safely ignore for my purposes. And then I need to
figure out which of the components I'll need to optimize. Performance tools are hard. If you've read this far, you've chosen the hardest performance tool out there: you. Normally, someone like me uses something like IxPerf or just an application that measures CPU timing and memory bandwidth. This way, you can just turn all the options off. But those tools don't
measure cache, when you don't have a designer, or memory. It doesn't measure if a chip really has a branch predictor. Procbench runs the different benchmark programs I've made. And it reports the performance statistics in an easy to understand format. The benchmark program outputs the numbers to a file. procbench reads the number output by a file, and then

compares them to the known values. It then prints an error message, or an alert message if the values are out of range. Procbench can display numbers for instruction latency, cache misses, bus clock cycles, memory bandwidth and can compute an average latency for each memory component. I haven't found a way yet to compare latency numbers directly to program
data. Procbench also has a feedback mechanism. It can create a log file, with the last 30-100 runs of each program. When you rerun a benchmark, procbench will compare the numbers in your log file to the known values. I'm considering switching it to a comparison that uses only data from the last 30 runs to avoid skewing the results. When i change it i'll let you know.
Compileing procbench Basically, you just download procbench, and extract it in a directory (i.e. /tmp/procbench). You then compile the sources to a binary, using gcc to make a shared library and executable. The binaries are very little. The source code is a little over 100KB. You'll need at least GCC 3.3.6 (or newer) and 4.3.2 (or newer), but you can use 4.5.x As well.
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This package comes with 2 CPUs that might show some serious differences in CPU speed and latency behavior. ￭ proc0: Intel Xeon X5660, clocked @ 2.80GHz; 1333MHz FSB ￭ proc1: AMD quad core Phenom II x4 940 Both can be measured in a 3rd party tool called procbench that is available from 1. Launch procbench and change the "Device" to either "proc0" or
"proc1" depending on which processor you want to test. 2. Choose a CPU benchmark (one of FPU, SSE, PSE, AVX, AES, or SHA) and press the "Start" button. 3. You will see information about your processor. The entry at the top right is the CPU ID from CPUID. 4. This is the cache size of your processor 5. "Cache Total" is the total amount of L1/LLC/L2/LLC2
caches (L1: 32K, LLC: 4K, L2: 8K per core). "L1 cache miss" tells you how many requests miss in the L1/LLC cache. "L1 cache hit" gives the number of requests serviced from cache. 6. Try not to have any kind of swap/shadow page cache enabled (page cache: OFF); for the Xeon it's already disabled by default. 7. "Average latency" is the average time from a read
request to its response and is a signed value. 8. "Max latency" is the maximum value in the "Average latency" range. This can be -1.0 if latency is infinite, or any actual value of negative or positive latency. 9. "L1 cache hit miss ratio" is the ratio of "L1 cache hits" and "L1 cache misses" and can range between 0.0 and 1.0. 10. The next row is latency of the L1/LLC cache
11. "L1 cache miss ratio" is the ratio of "L1 cache misses" and "L1 cache hits" and can range between 0.0 and 1.0 12. The next row is latency of the L2 cache 13. "L2 cache miss ratio" is the ratio of "L2 cache misses" and "L2 cache hits" and can range between 0.0

What's New In Procbench?

Instruction Latency Test: The instruction latency benchmark examines the maximum latency of 2, 4, 6, and 8 byte instruction groups. The benchmark can perform this test by analyzing two main operations: read and write. These main operations are repeated at regular intervals. After the results are calculated, the benchmark displays the results as a graph. x86 Caches:
The x86 cache feature tests the level 2 and level 3 cache of your x86 CPU by executing instructions that are pre-loaded into the caches. An overview of the caches is given at the beginning of the benchmark. Details: The benchmarks for the caches run in several stages. The benchmarks for the level 2 and level 3 caches are first run, so that the caches are loaded with the
appropriate data. After this step, the benchmarks for the remaining stages are run. The benchmarks are the basic 1 and 2, inclusive, repeated, constant, and local, prefetch loops. After the stage number of the basic loop is displayed, the name of the loop is displayed. The names of the basic loops are the following: Basic 1 Basic 2 Inclusive 1 Inclusive 2 Repeated 1
Repeated 2 Constant 1 Constant 2 Local 1 Local 2 The basic loops are repeated until all stages are run. After all stages are run, the overall score of the benchmark is displayed. Memory Transfer Benchmark: The memory transfer benchmark examines the maximum memory transfer per cycle (referred to as Tmps) of the x86 CPU. The benchmark uses a series of arrays,
each containing 512 words. First, the benchmark initializes each array to a given value. The first 512 bytes of each array are used for memory mapping. Then, the benchmark copies 512 words of the array to the data cache. Following this, the benchmark copies 512 words of the array to the instruction cache. The benchmark generates 1 to 8 cycles for each copying
operation depending on the amount of data to be transferred. x86 Optimisation Flags: The benchmark supports the following flags for GCC. -fno-eliminate-unused-debug-types -feliminate-unused-debug-macros These flags eliminate all debug-related items. -ffor-speed -ffast-math These
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System Requirements For Procbench:

PC System Requirements Minimum: OS: Windows 10 Processor: Intel i5-2530 @ 3.1GHz / AMD FX-6300 @ 3.8GHz Memory: 6 GB RAM Graphics: GeForce GTX 780 / Radeon R9 270 DirectX: Version 11 Hard Drive: 35 GB available space Network: Broadband internet connection Recommended: Processor: Intel i7-4790 @ 3.6GHz / AMD FX-8350 @ 4
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